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Introduction

Poodl Inu Unleashed

Close your eyes and picture this: the year is 2025. Crypto is 

flying. Dog coins are pumping. And a fluffy, streetwise mutt 

named Poodl Inu is leading the pack. We are at the cusp of a 

major shift of power in the meme coin space, and you’re here 

early enough to witness the revolution!

Poodl Inu stands out in the crypto dog park. Sure, there are 

other dogs. But Poodl Inu is clearly the star–with his IDGAF 

attitude, and dashing good looks. He gets all the b*tches frisky. 

Poodl Inu is not just a memecoin; it's a tidal wave on four legs.

Poodl Inu has a simple yet rewarding staking strategy. It’s as 

easy as teaching your Poodl Inu to play fetch, but instead of 

bringing back sticks, it fetches you stacks. Simple, effective, 

proven, with no tricks or hidden surprises - just good old-

fashioned staking that every dog can understand.

Are you ready for the thrill ride of your life as we lift-off, break 

through the stratosphere, and head straight for Uranus while 

lifting our collective leg and p*ss on all other meme coins?!
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Poodl Inu Roadmap

ROCKET SHIPS DON’T NEED

SEATBELTS

Phase 1: POODL UNLEASHED
 Knock Knock, Daddy’s Home - Poodl Inu kicks the crypto 

world in its face with an entrance like you’ve never seen

 $POODL Presale - Fair warning. Get in during the presale, or 

you’ll be whimpering like a sad doggie as Poodl Inu goes for 

a RUN

 Feast On Stake - Start staking immediately to grow your 

bones!

Phase 2: Housebroken and TOP DOG
 Who let the dogs out? - You did. Let the dogs loose in the 

backyard and watch them shed losses and poop profits

 Zoomies - Watch Poodl Inu chase the mailman if the 

mailman was endless green candle

 Staking Rewards - More staking. More rewards. MOAR 

MOAR MOAR MOAR MOAR!

Phase 3: $POODL THE CONQUEROR
 Building The Cult - The cult will worship Poodl Inu like the 

GOD (DOG) he is. We will congregate together. Laugh 

together. And WIN together

 Crushing All Other Mutts - Poodl Inu will DESTROY Doge 

and Shib until they are but a distant memory.
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Tokenomics

Token Supply: A Tail-Wagging Total of 6.9 Billion will be 

released on the Ethereum blockchain.

50%

Initial

Treat Offering

30%

Staking

Kennel

10%

DEX

Dog Park

10%

Marketing

 50% Initial Treat Offering: Half of the tokens are up for 

grabs in the presale, but watch your fingers – Poodl Inu 

bites

 40% Staking Kennel: Lock up your tokens and watch them 

multiply like rabbits. Or like poodles, we suppose

 10% DEX Dog Park: A place for Poodl Inu to run free and 

interact with other tokens. Just keep an eye on it; this one 

likes to escape.
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Disclaimer

Investing in Poodl Inu is as risky as teaching a poodle to do 

your taxes. It’s all fun and games until someone ends up in a 

cone of shame. Always do your research and invest responsibly!

© 2024 Poodl Inu — All Rights Reserved.

@poodlinu

@poodlinu

@Poodlinutoken
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